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SUMMARY
·r

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Operations Training Division (AFHRL/OT) is
currently completing the development of a new F-16C simulator with full field-of-view visual
di sp 1ay and no mot i on system. Thi s paper descri bes the methods used to measur.e the transport
delays that exist in this system and some of their effects on the training effectiveness of the
s imu 1at i on. Because these modern s imu 1ators tend to be comp 1ex in nature and cons i st of many
computers i nterf aced with each other, the determi nat ion and measurements of the transport de 1ays
are often difficult. The effects these delays have on the simulation of a high-performance,
fighter-type aircraft are also difficult to determine. The objectives of this experiment were:
(a) develop a method for easi ly measuring the transport delays of an existing simulator system;
(b) measure the delays due only to the computer hardware; (c) measure the delays due to software
and hardware combinations; and (d) determine the effects of transport delay, if any, on training
in the simulator. To accomplish these objectives, a three-step process was outlined as follows:
( 1)
design and construct hardware to interface with the cockpit and aero computations (basic
side), and interface with the visual computer and display system (visual side) to provide a
recording of inputs and responses; (2) analyze the delays expected, using a system block diagram
and equipment performance specifications, and compare to the data collected in step 1; and (3)
compare objective flight evaluations of the simulator ~sing data collected during F-16C
transition training conducted at AFHRL/OT. Results indicated the importance of making transport
delay measurements on simulation equipment.
These measurements verify that the device is
actually performing according to specifications and, if not, show where the bottleneck is
occurring. The method developed for measuring these transport delays is relatively simple and
includes a unique and innovative technique for determining the output from a simulator visual
di sp 1ay.

PREFACE

This paper documents a presentation given by Capt Scott J. Horowitz at the 8th
Interservi-celIndustry Training Systems Conference held in Salt Lake City, Utah, on 18-20
November 1986. The research was conducted at the Operations Training Division of the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, under Work Unit
1123-03-84, Analysis of Flight Simulator Transport Delay Effects.
This effort is in
support of Techni ca 1 Pl anni ng Objecti ve 3, Trai ni ng Technology, whose general objecti ve
is to identify and demonstrate cost-effective strategies and new training systems to
develop and maintain combat effectiveness.
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MEASUREMENT AND EFFECTS OF TRANSPORT DELAYS IN
A STATE-OF-THE-ART F-16C FLIGHT SIMULATOR
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INTRODUCTION

To perform research involving transport delay, it is first convenient to define a few tenns
related to transport delay.
Figure 1 shows graphically the definitions of transport delay,
equivalent time delay, and effective time delay. These delays are shown as a system's response
to a step input and have the following physical significance: (a) Transport Delay - this is the
type of de 1ay that is assoc i ated with pure de 1ay where the response is zero unt il the end of the
delay period, sometimes referred to as "time to wiggle"; (b) Equivalent Time Delay - this delay
is detennined by assuming a functional form of the system response (usually a more simple model
of the actual system) and detennining the delay due to the tenn exp(l/t); and (c) Effective Time
Delay - this delay is achieved graphically and is defined as the intercept on the time axis of
the max imum slope of the system's response. For the simu1 at or experiments conducted at the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory, Operations Training Division (AFHRL/OT), the type of delays
investigated were pure transport delays.
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Figure 1.
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Graphic Definition of Transport Delay, Effective Time Delay,
and Equivalent Time Delay.

The objectives of this experiment were: (a) develop a method for easi ly measuring the transport delays of an existing simulator system; (b) measure the delays due only to the computer
hardware; (c) measure the de 1ays due to software and hardware combi nat ions; and (d) detenni ne the
effects on training in the simulator, if any, of transport delay (see Figure 2). To accomp1 ish
these objectives, a three-step process was outlined as follows:
(1) design and construct hardware to interface with the cockpit and aero computations (basic side), and interface with the
visual computer and display system (visual side) to provide a recording of inputs and responses;
(2) analyze the delays expected, using a system block diagram and equipment perfonnance specifications, and compare to the data collected in step 1; and (3) compare objective flight evaluations
of the simulator using data collected during F-16C transition training conducted at AFHRL/OT.

